For finite loops (as for finite groups), the character table of a direct product is the tensor product of the character tables of the direct factors. This is no longer true for quasigroups. Although non-3 and 3-quasigroups may have the same character table, the character table of Q x Q determines whether a finite non-empty quasigroup Q lies in 3 or not. A combinatorial interpretation of the tensor square of a quasi group character table is obtained in terms of superschemes, a higherdimensional extension of the concept of association scheme.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is part of a series ([6] - [9] ) developing the combinatorial character theory of finite quasigroups and the theory of association schemes on which it depends. The current paper is concerned with character tables of direct products and tensor products of character tables. For groups, these two concerns coincide: the character table of a direct product of groups is the tensor product of the character tables of the direct factors. Theorem 2.1 shows that this result is still true for loops, although one cannot use the group-theoretical proof which observes that representations of the direct product are tensor products of represent ations of the factors. Corollary 2.2 notes that for a finite loop Q with character table 'P, the character table of the direct square Q x Q is the tensor square 'P ® 'P. For general finite non-empty quasigroups Q, even this restricted result fails. There are pairs of quasigroups QJ, Q2 having the same character table for which the direct squares QJ x QJ and Q2 x Q2 have different character tables. This phenomenon is examined in section 3. It is connected with the class 3 of quasigroups Q for which the diagonal Q is a normal subquasigroup of the ,direct square Q x Q. Theorem 3.1 shows that such quasi groups Q may be recognised by the character table of Q x Q, although [9, Proposition 7.2(b) ] showed that they cannot be recognised by the character table of Q.
Since the tensor square 'P ® 'P of the character table 'P of a finite non-empty quasigroup Q is not the character table of Q x Q in general, a different combinatorial interpretation for 'P ® 'P has to be found . This is done in Theorem 7.1. The interpretation involves the concept of superscheme. A superscheme on a finite set Q is a particular set of relations of arbitrary arity, comprising an association scheme as its subset of binary relations. This association scheme is called the 'associated scheme' of the superscheme. The basic general definitions are given in section 4. Just as an association scheme determines a commutative algebra, its Bose-Mesner algebra, so a superscheme determines a graded algebra called the 'superalgebra' of the superscheme. This superalgebra, and each of its homogeneous components, are two-sided modules over the Bose-Mesner algebra of the associated scheme. Superalgebras are examined in general in sections 5 and 6. Theorem 6.2 shows that the tensor square of the Bose-Mesner algebra is described faithfully by its action on a homogeneous component of positive degree in the superalgebra. For the finite non-empty quasigroup Q with multiplication groupG, the orbits of G on the various direct powers of Q determine a superscheme. Applying Theorem 6.2 to this superscheme then gives the combinatorial interpretation (Theorem 7.1) of the tensor square 'P ® 'P of the character Thus the multiplication group of P x Q is H x G. Let the orbits of H in its diagonal action fI on P x P be D, = ft, ... , D" with incidence matrices 0" ... , 0, (cf. [6, §2] ). Let the orbits of G in its diagonal action G on Q x Q be C, = Q, ... , C n with incidence matrices C" ... , C,. Then the orbits of H x G in its diagonal action on p 2 x Q2 are of the form D j x C i , with 1 :::;; j :::;; t, 1 :::;; i :::;; s. The incidence matrices of these orbits are the Kronecker products OJ ® C i · The incidence matrices 0" ... , 0, span the centralizer ring V(H, P), a commutative sub algebra of the I P I x I P I complex matrix algebra. The centralizer ring has a new basis {F" ... , F,} of orthogonal idempotents, related to the original basis {O" ... The span of the set {OJ ® C;ll :::;; j :::;; t, 1 :::;; i :::;; s} of incidence matrices is the subalgebra
of the IPI"IQI x IPI"IQI complex matrix algebra. The set {Fm ® E,ll :::;; m :::;; t, I :::;; I :::;; s} of orthogonal idempotents is a second PROOF. By [4] , [5] , a quasigroup Q is a 3-quasigroup iff the congruence lattice of Q x Q contains a common complement to the kernels of the two projections 7t; : Q x Q -+ Q; (ql, q2) natorial interpretation of the tensor square (Theorem 7.1), one must look to a higherdimensional extension of the basic concepts of association scheme and Bose-Mesner algebra.
SUPERSCHEMES
This section and the two subsequent ones propose an extension to arbitrary dimensions of the concepts of association scheme and Bose-Mesner algebra. The setting is quite general, but restricted to the context of finite non-empty quasigroups. To begin with, recall the basic definition of an association scheme (as in [2, 11.2.2] , [3, §2.1], [7, §3] ). DEFINITION 4.1. Let Q be a finite non-empty set. Then an association scheme (Q, n on Q is a partition r = {C 1 , • • • , C s } of the direct square Q2 such that:
(A2) the converse of each relation in r belongs to r;
The definition of a superscheme, the higher-dimensional extension of the notion of association scheme, is then given as follows. (x o , ... , x m , t) lies in', (t , YI' . .. ,y,,, u) lies in q, and (u, zo, ... , zp) lies in Cf. .6) respectively.
TENSOR SQUARES OF BOSE-MESNER ALGEBRAS
The tensor product of the left and right actions (5.5), (5.6) of AO on AI gives a ring homomorphism I{y E QI(x, y) E C?, ( y, z) E (j0}l, (6.5) 
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